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Human labour and its 
centrality

Julio César Neffa1

Introduction

Following reflections are part of a broader paper to be published shortly 
and still being written. it is a discussion about the impact working process cau-
ses on workers health, particularly in the development of conditions, working 
environment and psychosocial risks. 

the ilo and WHo have highlighted close relationship between workers 
labour and health. However we can mention an evolution in workers’ health 
concept, since from the end of XiX century, attention was almost exclusively 
focused on deaths, accidents and professional diseases which decimated mass 
of workers. ilo agreements and international recommendations contributed 
to list diseases to be accepted by social security system to compensate the 
victims and rehabilitate them, allowing coming back to their jobs. However, 
working processes progressively changed because of economic crises and 
productive systems restructuration processes, generating a proportional in-
crease of working psychosocial risks. those risks are in the origin of psychic 
and mental result of stress, harassment, burnout, verbal and physical violence, 
sexual abuse, longer term unemployment and precarious work. epidemiologic 
studies showed these diseases are rapidly somatized, driving to cardiovascular 
incidents, heart attacks and musculoskeletal disorders. but we think that there 
is a veil preventing us from seeing reality.

We believe that from research done at ceil-Piette in argentina and in 
many universities, work has not lost its centrality because of changes in ways 
of production; it is a concrete reality with several dimensions, while working 
process is determining factor of relationships between labour and health.

1.- Labour remains a value  

Labour, like love and social relationships are the essential dimensions which 
characterize the human being.

When working, we start exercising our body, besides psychical, affective, 
relational and mental dimensions to be rewarded and find resources allowing 
survive and reproduce labour force. to do a work, workers and even slaves 
have to decide mobilizing their labour force. dead people do not work. the-
1 leading researcher at conicet (argentina’s national Council of Scientific and technical Research)
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may be done in a workplace, at home, in a public space or in a company or 
organization, being submitted to certain conditions and a working environ-
ment. Workers will apply labour force to the objects of work (raw materials, 
inputs and/or information) be it manually or through use of means of produc-
tion (machinery, tools, software). these means will increase productive labour 
force, allowing producing more goods, services, information or knowledge 
previously conceived or mentally processed to satisfy personal or social needs. 
or, using marx words “it is a voluntary activity addressed to an aim” (marx, 1979 
a,b,c).

Work is done facing conflicts, due to contradictions between different 
rationalities arising among producers, merchants and users, because workers 
want to be rewarded by their efforts and seeing recognized their capacity of 
thinking and acting on working situations, and also debate different logics 
to define possible and acceptable spaces (Vézina, 2003). to reach this target, 
workers must mobilize - voluntarily or by imposition – their labour force (phy-
sical, mental and psychical capacities), spend energies to process information 
or transform objects of work, overcome difficulties or resistances opposite to 
raw materials and intermediary inputs to be transformed, assume workload, 
pay attention to use  efficiently machinery and tools and bear working envi-
ronment risks. or in other words, be able - when working, to adapt to required 
work, to develop or solve unexpected situations and overcome incidents. and 
all this may lead to fatigue and suffering.

Working cannot be done automatically, strictly following execution or-
ders from company or organization responsible persons; it always demands 
intelligent and psychical workers commitment. to achieve this, workers will 
have to use their skills and resources, creativity or shrewdness to face mistakes, 
insufficiencies or fails when bosses prescribe tasks or in incidents arising during 
productive process, hampering achieving targets set. Working will involve su-
pporting high psychical and mental demands bringing fatigue; if during time 
of resting it is not possible to recover and workload exceeds resistance and 
adaptation capacities, then work may bring pain and suffering, predisposing 
to diseases. 

companies or organization work environment risks may be harmful to 
labour force, due to many reasons: inadequate use of means of work, defects in 
raw materials and inputs and inadequate skills to handle them due to poor vo-
cational training, defects, maintenance failures, malfunction of machinery and 
equipments or other means of work and deficiencies in work organization due 
to wrong implementation of ergonomic norms and lack of prevention. these 
conditions may drive to excessive fatigue, producing accidents of work, profes-
sional diseases or even worker’s death. 

it is true that human beings work full time, but we cannot forget that, in 
first place, to a greater or lesser extent, their bodies are always mainly involved 
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in this, particularly in handwork. through their bodies, workers establish an 
specific engagement with the machines, tools, raw materials and inputs they 
use, linking to them and sometimes considering their property; “it is my tool”, 
“it is my machine” say workers and feel with their senses if it works properly or 
not; they touch them to feel their vibrations, they listen to their sounds, they 
look how they work, they smell them and even talk to them. like farmers do 
with animals they use in their agricultural work. same thing happens in servi-
ce activities, relationship with other peoples’ bodies, for example nurses that 
anticipate patients’ demands and needs by seeing skin color or temperature 
alterations, rhythm of breathing and smells. also seeing body posture or ste-
reotyped gestures or say key words to inject or giving children an unpleasant 
taste medicine (dejours, c., e Gernet, i. 2012). 

a worker is somebody willing to develop and progress in his activities. 
therefore he accepts challenges and uses his practical intelligence and capa-
city of innovating if context allows enough autonomy to do so. by reaching 
these conditions, he will discover his capacities and potentialities, mobilizing 
knowledge and experiences, and will have tools to build a sense for his life and 
an identity.

labour is never just a technical execution. there is a distance between 
working and performing an activity – the space to do necessary adjustments 
required by resistance to reality and a mistaken concept. this encourages crea-
ting, due to difficulties in standardizing procedures. 

since workers are part of a collective group with own rules and codes, 
third parties’ judgments regarding their work have capital importance for them 
(Vézina, 2003).

the difference between working and performing an activity occurs by re-
sistance to reality (problems with machines, raw materials, energy sources, in-
terruptions) problems of relationship with colleagues and bosses, or with own 
human instability (biological rhythms, cognitive processes, fatigue, ageing).

the subjective dimension plays a main role in working activity, depen-
ding on subject’s mobilization and a subjective reversal from him. the resistan-
ce to reality may cause failure of his knowledge, harming subjectivity and even 
destabilizing the subject. on the other side, compensating difference between 
work and performing an activity may bring pleasure or suffering, based in the 
degree of autonomy and control that the authority and the work organization 
grant to the subject to develop creativity and perform the intended activity.

From a historical, political and economic point of view, work is always 
done following certain development pattern - in constant evolution. as we will 
see further on, national productive systems have been restructured to face ou-
tcome of economic and financial crisis of last decades, thus producing deep 
changes. introduction of scientific and technological innovations in processes 
and products plus modifications in companies and production organization 
(sub-hiring, outsourcing and industrial relocation) transformed working pro-
cesses, making it more and more heterogeneous. as skill and competence re-
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standardized norms, worker’s degree of autonomy and control of own tasks 
is reduced. sophisticated and surveillance and control computerized systems 
are progressively installed, together with    requirement to be highly engaged 
and committed to company’s goals. this increases global workload, particular-
ly in psychical and mental dimension, thus having direct impact on biological, 
psychical, mental and social health.

taking into account what was said before; work is a permanent value, 
in spite of last decade’s prophecies stating “end of work”. among others, follo-
wing specialists with different orientations: scientists like J. rifkin (1996), so-
ciologists like K. offe (1985), marxist intellectuals like a. Gorz, (1982), political 
scientists like d. medda (1995), philosophers like J. Habermas (1975). However, 
in spain J. J. castillo (1995), in France m. Husson (2003), m. Gollac (2012), chr. 
dejours (2013) and b. coriat (1995), and in latin america e. da Garza and J. c. 
neffa (2001 y 2003), e. da Garza (1999), r. antúnez (1998 y 1999) among other 
researchers analyzed and criticized scientifically and empirically ideas of first 
group of mentioned authors. 

obviously end of work did not happen, and as time goes by more peo-
ple join labour market in different ways. economic and social crisis began in 
middle of the 70s modified former salary relationship due to a change in work 
processes. taylorism and Fordism prevailed in big industrial corporations in ca-
pitalist countries, defined by regulationist economists as the “set of legal and 
institutional conditions regulating use of labour and way of existence of workers 
granting their social reproduction” (boyer, 1988)

2.- Labour is a complex and dynamic reality, with 
objective and subjective dimensions

labour has multiple objective and subjective dimensions, depending on 
its external objective results, be them works or services, or the subject making 
them, because he also transforms when working.  (neffa, 2003).

1.1.-  Objective dimensions

1- labour is oriented to produce something externally of the person executing 
the job and has a social dimensional, since its outcome has a utilitarian purpose: 
to satisfy social needs.
2- labour is a socially necessary activity, because of his characteristic of acting as 
mediator between human beings and nature by transforming and dominating 
it, the worker becomes a creator or converter of goods and services necessary 
for surviving and reproducing humanity. Work’s objective is its final product. 
therefore we need the work, because it develops rights for those performing it, 
and is the foundation of having right to work.
3-labour is a “transcendent” activity, since its outcome (civil works, new know-
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ledge and information) has an own objective existence apart from its producer 
– though carrying its human mark, since each worker has an own style – effects 
of this action will last beyond creator’s life, allowing overcoming geographical 
limits imposed by the mobility of people, transcending local environment and 
cutting across geographical boundaries. thus, we can say that result of labour 
allows exceeding time and space limits impose to human bodies.

1.2.Subjective and inter-subjective dimensions

1.- labour always is a human activity. even if the worker is a slave, it is a 
voluntary activity oriented to fulfill an utilitarian purpose: producing   consu-
mer goods whose conception is result of a worker’s mind, demands an own 
effort and working on input or information to transform it (Étienne borne and 
François Henry, 1944). it is a living being’s combination of needs and freedom.

labour is always accompanied by suffering and/or pleasure, due to its 
content and working process organization on working and environment con-
ditions, relationships with clients or users, and types of work. the attempt to 
overcome matter resistances or guiding its structure or dynamism into other 
directions, and gaining skills to use tools and machinery, is something painful 
and tiring. being labour at the same time a creative activity projecting workers’ 
personality on the product or service rendered, if he gets aware of this and 
finds a sense to that activity, this will allow him to feel pleasure and satisfaction 
although it could not be an objective in itself.

2.- during working activities, depending on conditions and labour en-
vironment, a direct and permanent relationship will be established between 
worker’s life and health. life expectancy and health status depend on coun-
tless factors, but ultimately on conditions and intensity of use of labour for-
ce. Work helps or contributes to personal achievements and development of 
personality of those executing and defining a social identity characterized 
through the profession or trade. Work allows updating all, or at least some 
of human physical, biological, psychical and mental capacities, conditioned 
by senses of belonging or insertion in a group, category or profession. Work 
also build people’s identities, setting differences among them, though leaving 
them depending of others’ ways of looking, criticizing, supporting and asses-
sing. Worker’s questioning of belonging to a group and about his identity are 
sources of suffering.

3.- labour is a test for people, showing them which are their limits and 
allowing to exhibit their potentialities, what they can do and meaning or signi-
ficance of their activity. therefore, working is a permanent and renewed chal-
lenge.

4.-Working always implies in assuming risks, because to reach targets 
workers develop activities setting differences with required job, established by 
labour force managers. usually, the required job is partial, imperfect, poorly 
designed, or does not fit to available resources, to average time to perform it, 
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therefore these instructions frequently must be violated or not respected to 
do the job and fulfill targets fixed. or in some cases left aside or done by “chea-
ting”. However these disobediences imply risks, because if noticed they might 
be punished.

5.- labour also implies mobilizing workers psychical and mental resour-
ces, since producing goods or services demands individual and collective mo-
tivation or commitment. Workers must apprehend, interpret and process in-
formation, talk to other people, express ideas through words and also silences, 
gestures and signs, foster coordination and cooperation in the working group, 
assess the result of their efforts. to be effectively done, it demands not only a 
physical commitment, but also psychical and mental.

6.- labour establishes social relationships, it is a way of social insertion. 
it demands and also allows organizing inter-personal relationships and build 
a working group, a new entity formed by ties and inter-relations developing 
solidarity. it happens in first place among everybody working in companies or 
organizations: essentially among workers and execution employees, but also 
with other higher levels of socio-professional categories within a same com-
pany, and establish directly or indirectly a “relation of service” with clients and 
users. inter-personal relationships of friendship, support, communication and 
cooperation and at the same conflicting and competitive are established wi-
thin the group of work. Working organization plays a main role in this issue. 
the working group does not suddenly appear, it is constructed as a process 
through permanent cooperation of many workers in a common task, respec-
ting usual rules of the trade, which in spite of not being always codified and 
written are shared by everybody.

7. to conclude, labour has a therapeutic function when provoking bre-
aking off or distinction among subjects’ personal, domestic and permanent 
concerns regarding working activities assumed at the workplace. in the begin-
ning of psychiatry, the concern to readapt and draft former prisoners of war 
and shut facilities where mental ill were locked up made labour therapy played 
a much significant role (dejours chr. e Gernet, i.,2012).

* * *

However and to limit main object of this research, we have to make a ge-
neral remark. studies and specialized magazines focused on studying labour, 
do it almost exclusively on paid employment in companies or organizations, 
where labour process is oriented to get added value and capital accumulation, 
as in general in capitalist companies. but in developing countries and emerging 
economies, paid employment registered in social security bodies’ accounts for 
less than half of economically active population. this is a fact which must be 
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considered when studying working conditions and its environment (Wc&e) 
and psychical and social risks in work (PsrW) because they have a different 
logics. instead of trying to maximize rates of return, objective of these workers 
(micro-entrepreneurs, informal or part time workers, etc.) is maximize their in-
come without having registered workers or being subject to an employer of a 
business man.

For these above mentioned workers plus domestic workers and family 
workers not remunerated working with the head of household, risks arising 
from Wc&e and more specifically from PsrW are also present, however respon-
ding to other logics.

in these cases, work is individual or done in small groups, with intensive 
labour technologies and tools or simple machinery. they do not have a trade 
union organization representing and protecting them, nevertheless workers 
try to group to fight working rights driving them to more inclusive schemes. 
there is a strong orientation for craft production or rendering customized ser-
vices or intangible materials. this kind of work and its marketing is not done in 
a store, but on streets or public spaces, most of the times without any official 
permission. it also does not include any social security benefits, or when avai-
lable, just minimum possible allowed. usually, user and producer of goods or 
services directly deal with the buyer. For example, a peddler preparing meals 
or fruit juices in food kiosks, in front of the client (which sometimes will give an 
opinion regarding the cooking); or taxi cabs or hired private cars whose drivers 
sometimes ask for most suitable routes, etc. (da Garza, 2012).

these workers identity  relaciones que establecen con los clientes, usua-
rios y familiares expression is directly linked to their activities, professions, cul-
tural identities and family traditions, or from neighborhood where they grew 
up, more than the group of work and manner adopted by these processes of 
work. the relationships they establish with clients, users and relatives shaping 
specific Wc&e’s and PsrW’s to which they are exposed (da Garza, 2012).

3- The labour process

Whatever the production ónmodel established, it will always be neces-
sary a labour process to produce goods and material and immaterial services 
to reproduce mankind. in the academic world, most traditional analysis of the 
labour process remained concentrated in industrial handwork, but later also 
adapted to other productive sectors, tertiary activities and services.

our fundamental thesis is based in following premise: Wc&e and PsrW 
and its impact on worker’s health must be sought in organization and content 
of labour process.

labour historical evolution in industrialized capitalist countries (icc) con-
sisting in a shift from craft work to manufacturing and industrial production 
during XVii and XiX centuries, was a significant change (neffa, 1990 e 1998). 
First there was the working technical division introduction (dividing work 
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((1776), 2002) and after social division of labour established by Frederick W. 
taylor ((1902), 1990) by task conception, developed by company’s technicians 
or directors, and performed by different workers.

adam smith wrote: “the greatest improvement in the productive powers 
of labour, and the greater part of the skill, dexterity, and judgment with which 
it is anywhere directed, or applied, seem to have been the effects of the divi-
sion of labour.”

smith famously used the example of a pin factory to demonstrate that it 
is far more efficient for an individual worker to concentrate on one particular 
task than trying to perform on a number of activities. specialization facilitates 
incorporation of technical progress. but this is not always possible, because 
some tasks can’t be done isolatedly. like certain textile activities in which a 
single worker does many tasks, supervises and feeds several machines at the 
same time; or other cases in mining and building industries where a team of 
workers jointly operate complex machinery. to conclude, specialized equip-
ment performing more rapidly and precisely tasks, partially substituting hu-
man work (clerc, J, 1986).

lack of division of labour demands more skilled workers, somehow very 
versatile and with several years of experience and better paid. Workers special-
ized in a task, focuses a coherent set of practical knowledge acquired by watch-
ing more experienced mates or with the passage of time. this allows increas-
ing productivity and cutting labour force costs, as charles babbage proved in 
england at the beginning of XiX century.

main working process features suggested by F. W. taylor were:

- social division of labour, workers don’t conceive executing jobs other people 
decided as a way of preventing working when being idle. 
- focusing technical division of work in tasks oriented to simplify it and spe-
cialize workers. this will increase productivity, reduce salary costs and facilitate 
replacement of absent  workers, but at the same time will bring higher fatigue 
to workers,
- studying teams and movements performed to do each task, in order to allow 
prescribing minimum standard times to execute it.

taylor’s central idea was to establish previously and in a very precise way 
tasks to perform and how to do it. this required studying teams and move-
ments needed to do so and required times. it is very important determining 
tasks and executing procedures, since they represent the professional qualifi-
cation codified in agreements or working statutes, and is used to fix an impor-
tant part of salaries.

taylor’s scientific organization of labour (sol) consolidated social and 
technical division of labour and allowed using time assessment and measure-
ment to reduce movements considered unnecessary and unproductive. opera-
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tions were timed until finding fastest one, which became the standard norm, 
the one best way. objects and means of labour were standardized to save time 
and workers were chosen based on their anthropometric characteristics and 
needs and requirements of jobs to be done. Pay for performance began to be 
applied, in order to eliminate resistance to labour intensification. this made 
workers to accept, since that pay created hope of increasing salaries and led to 
work faster.  Workers agreed with this new production norm - considered to be 
the sole option, without relating it with company’s policies directed to inten-
sifying pace of work to save time. this would allow reduce time to produce a 
piece, therefore increasing production.

Processes based in sol increased productivity, thus leading to a salary 
increase, based in production. taylor stated that every sector wanted to thrive, 
and when reaching it through mutual work cooperation and capital, an eco-
nomy of resources would arise, due to downtime reduction and elimination of 
gestures and useless displacements.

taylor adds to adam smith’s technical division of labour his social divi-
sion of labour, also named vertical division between conception and execu-
tion, and attributes “scientifically” standardized tasks to each one of these di-
visions, making sure the adequate being in his corresponding workplace: “the 
right man in the right place”. However, fatigue caused by labour intensification 
should not exceed physical, psychical and mental limits. therefore when taylor 
began detecting PsrW impact on workers’ productivity and quality when 
mounting ball bearings in bicycle bearings, a task not demanding high physi-
cal effort but making them becoming nervous and affecting bearings’ quality, 
he decided to grant a 10-minute pause after each worked hour.

the economic success of this way of organizing labour not demanding 
high investment in goods of capital, leveraged united states fast economic 
growth and made the country arise as a global hegemonic power.

the arrival of mechanization of operations, based in the assembly line 
(adopted by Henry Ford) carried division of labour to an extreme, simplify-
ing and reducing working times in each production unit (to some minutes or 
even seconds) and increasing productivity. With the arrival of mass production, 
work in continuous process and simplification of tasks contributed to reduce 
importance of traditional trades, therefore homogenizing labour force imple-
mentation. in this way, when establishing mechanized working process at Ford 
plants, specializing workers’ tasks brought a high production increase thanks 
to “american system of manufactures” a set of manufacturing methods intensi-
fying social and technical division of work, using only “absolutely identical and 
interchangeable pieces” allowing individual work substitution  to elabourate 
final products by using the assembly line.

Production norms and working pace no longer were decided by work-
ers, as in craft work. they began to be defined by the speed of conveyor belts 
and operational modalities for each workplace, not demanding high skills and 
learned with supervisors’ technical support. in a full employment context and 
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alty by granting job stability, periodical salary increases and social protection, 
in a patronizing style. this new production norm was developed to reduce unit 
manufacturing costs based in scale economies allowing massive consump-
tion and promoting new workers’ consumer standards, developing access to 
durable consumer goods, including cars. electric appliances arrived in first 
place, integrating them to the “consumption society”. this led companies to set 
changes in workers’ life style, to adapt them to new working organization. the 
target was to prevent facts happening out of the job, particularly at home, to 
avoid absenteeism that could affect assembly lines dynamics. 

the massive production promoted by Ford was possible due to mechani-
zation process and  development of machinery to produce standard parts and 
finished products. this drove to an increase of productivity and lower unit costs 
and consequently of prices, allowing to gain market share due to economies 
of scale and a patronizing salary policy base in company’s social services, job 
stability and high salaries adjusted in line with inflation, fostering  consump-
tion on durable goods demand. that led to decades of a “virtuous circle” which 
stopped at the beginning of the 70s.

in both processes working condition was the existence of a hierarchy su-
pervising and coordinating labour, to whom workers rendered account. then 
Henry Fayol ideas stated a diagram of complex supervision systems applied 
to administrative tasks and service activities (such as safety guards) strength-
ening control unit and authority, but increased costs when hiring people not 
aimed to produce goods but to do indirect works of supervision, surveillance 
and control, hindering communication and cooperation among workers, and 
developing a bureaucratic behavior.

these two working processes and organization of production to them 
related arising in the industrial sector, progressively expanded in united states 
to building sectors, commerce, agricultural activities, transports and services. 
more recently it was also adopted by fast food restaurants and other activities, 
flowing same logics: reducing workers’ working times to cut unitary produc-
tion costs and final product prices. and therefore foster massive consumption 
as a strategy to avoid fall in revenues.

these measures consolidating paid employment led to workers exploi-
tation and health deterioration. besides, they created conditions allowing in 
most of capitalist industrialized countries arising of vulnerable social groups 
having difficulties to access jobs and keep them. among them, especially 
young workers without any professional experience, women heads of hou-
sehold, migrant workers with little skills. We also include in this group ageing 
workers, already wear out and with health problems making them to be fre-
quently absent. this made them progressively being displaced to other work-
places to do passive tasks, or accepting retire voluntarily from working life or 
asking for early retirement.  

Parcialized tasks, intensification of labour submitted to discipline and 
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controls, plus increase of productivity generated by these two mentioned 
working processes were acquired with high cost in terms of workers’ fatigue, 
suffering and health deterioration. up to WWi, extended daily working hours 
without interruption and no paid leave caused wear out, and prevented peo-
ple from recovering. this drove to an increase in accidents of work and occupa-
tional diseases. Higher requirements and intensity of labour began to impact 
workers also psychically and mentally, but since they were not officially classi-
fied as “occupational diseases” they did not have the right to indemnities. this 
brought limitations or loss of autonomy, difficulties preventing workers of con-
trolling their own work, and scarce material rewards. they were mainly moral 
and symbolic and did not compensate such wear out. 

to solve contradiction existing among jobs required by production su-
pervisors to reach  programmed targets and concrete activities workers must 
develop, there is a need of  compensating insufficiencies, deficiencies and mis-
takes of the person which designed  working procedures and cope with in-
terruptions and involuntary incidents. therefore, workers take initiatives, make 
complementary efforts and activate their psychical and mental dimensions to 
face and solve arising problems. this “redesigning” activity generates tensions 
when workers cannot solve problems caused by several factors like: deficien-
cies in the organization, ambiguous working instructions, poor education, 
school grades and skills, input insufficiency or quality problems, poor informa-
tion, malfunctioning of means of work, power cuts or supply gaps. tensions 
arising from these problems are generally named “stress” since Hans selye re-
search at beginning of the 1930s. as we will see further on, based in organiza-
tion and work content, Wc&e and PsrW impact on functioning of companies 
or organizations, generating demands, requirements and tensions on persons 
being part of them, and can have positive effects, or more frequently negative 
ones.

a special case refers to continuous process companies, where some tasks 
are highly risky. they have really strict norms and workers must obey it; it is 
quite common these workers spend lots of time in control rooms in “state of 
alert” waiting for any signal of bad functioning or danger. However, in the me-
antime they may be reading a magazine, playing cards with their mates and 
not feeling afraid, because they have developed what dejours calls “defensive 
ideology of the profession”, avoiding to think or talk about the risk their lives 
run. usually a job to be performed would impose a state of constant surveillan-
ce, but in these conditions it would be impossible to fulfill. on the contrary, 
after leaving the job, they frequently phone to their mates to remind about any 
functioning problem or possible risks remembered while he slept.

4.- The salary relationship and its evolution

the productive process demands an articulation between capital and 
work. salary relationship is a model adopted in certain incompatible situations 
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use of labour force – the employment, conditions reproducing labour force (di-
rect and indirect wages and public services) plus workers consumption norms 
and life norms. according to regulation theory (boyer, 1988), the “salary rela-
tionship” figure supposes that offer and demand of labour force differs from 
what would be a simple exchange of goods. because if that would be the case, 
offer and demand confrontation would establish real salary, and unemploy-
ment only could be voluntary, for the reason that if workers would have a real 
salary considered enough for them, they would choose being idle, supposing 
they had other resources. nevertheless, work is not a good as others are; since 
the origins of economic policy it differs from simple goods because labour is 
the result of using workforce.

Karl marx (2005 [1867]) based his theory of value in the distinction be-
tween labour and workforce: the first one is the mobilization of workforce un-
der the impulse of companies and organizations managers, and the second is 
its result, object of exchange based in its value of reproduction. the origin of 
added-value, source of profits, is in the distance or gap between use values of 
goods created by work, and payment of a salary estimated to correspond to 
the value of exchange of workforce. Karl Polanyi (1983, 1946) considered work 
as a fictitious good, like currency and nature, because its production cannot be 
entrusted just to market mechanisms. in the case of labour, origin of its force 
does not come from the market, but from family and home life.

it is often proclaimed the existence of an economic determinism that 
could impose to each actor of the labour process, without any possibility to 
oppose resistances or modifying the situation. but professor Jorge román re-
minds that, as F. engels wrote to J. bloch in september 21, 1890 … “by the ma-
terialist conception of history, the factor which ultimately determines history 
is production and reproduction of real life. neither marx nor i we have said 
more than this. if somebody twists these words saying this is sole determinant, 
he will transform that thesis into an empty, abstract and absurd sentence. the 
economic situation is the base, but diverse factors of the superstructure built 
upon it (…) also influence on the course of historical fights and determine, in 
many cases predominantly, its shape”.

the employment contract was historically established to resolve a stra-
tegic conflict. (neffa Julio césar, emiliano lópez e demian t. Panigo - 2011) 
unlike in the past, in times of slavery as a system of production where owner 
provided slaves resources to live and serve to his interests, currently employees 
are hired in exchange of a salary granting their social reproduction, thus rele-
asing businessmen of daily risk of providing reproduction to his labour force. 
in exchange of a salary, employees accept subordination and submit to the 
businessman authority to perform services and tasks he tells them to do: it is 
a “voluntary servitude” they need to do. but conflict arises naturally because 
employees and businessmen have contradictory interests regarding working 
time, value of the remuneration, product volume, working intensity and qua-
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lity. the employees want to do the slightest effort for the salary they get and 
obtain greater possible income in shortest time allowed; while businessmen 
try to increase maximum possible time of work and employees efforts to get 
higher possible surplus between value of production and labour force cost of 
reproduction. to regulate, postpone or overcome this social and company’s 
conflict, some supervising institutions have been created and labour law nor-
ms were adopted. they legislate on recruitment and employment conditions, 
working time, minimum wage and additional labour costs, social insurance, 
control norms, wage stimulus to increase productivity and improve quality, ri-
ght to strike regulations and procedures to settle disputes, stipulating rights 
of employees to remuneration and right of businessmen to dismiss and apply 
sanctions. they also establish viable formal and informal alternatives allowing 
employees to have a participation in company’s business.

 salary relationship is an “institutional definition specifying historically 
adopted alternatives in the existing relationship among employees and ow-
ners or managers ruling means of production”. From the very beginning, regu-
lationists defined salary relationship as the “set of legal and institutional con-
ditions ruling use of paid employment and workers’ way of existence” (boyer, 
1995, 2007). this institutional definition is essentially a macroeconomic notion 
having compatible complementary structural relationships with other “institu-
tional definitions”: the state, the currency, the international insertion and com-
petition ways among capitals.

 the development of capitalism led to a dramatic change of working 
processes. this was in answer to contradictions arising in each historic moment 
of this way of production, when productivity and rate of return tend to decre-
ase. due to this, after every strong crisis new productive paradigms surge with 
their correspondent working processes. these appeared after the crisis of the 
year’s 1970 seek to adopt methods and technique to intensify labour, increase 
productivity, cut unitary production costs, use labour force in a more flexible 
manner, stop  salary rise, restore rates of return and grant capital value.

 determining factors in changes of salaries, productivity and employ-
ment and its evolution, must be found within the macroeconomic context, its 
crises and institutions regulating them. We will try to reveal this approach in 
this study. 

 since labour is not a real good, workforce offer is not only governed 
by market logics nor  depends exclusively of rate of return evolution; in its for-
mation also intervenes family, cultural values, school, the health system and 
other social security institutions related to  indirect salary. However, salary re-
lationship viability and continuity must be coherent with direct and indirect 
salary formation processes (the public health system and social works,  family 
allowances , social policies, the unemployment insurance) (boyer, 2007). 

Which was the predominant salary relationship form during period 
1945-1974 (the “30 glorious years”) in most dynamic sectors of industrialized 
capitalist countries (icc)? 
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three decades, (whose  dynamism strengthened due to working processes 
implementation) in most of large modern corporations “typical employments” 
or “true employments” prevailed” (neffa Julio c., 2003). although salary rela-
tionship did not prevail as a generalized practice in whole productive system, 
economic weight of large industrial corporations had a main role in existing 
working relationships.

it was particularly in icc where regular paid employees worked (formally 
or really subordinated to capital, in relationship of dependency) in the con-
text of a developed  industrial economy with almost full employment, regu-
larly progressing and in a good pace, focused in the domestic market of these 
countries, with a productive structure where industrial sector was prevailing. 
most of workers and employees were male and worked full time (respecting 
maximum legal daily hours and overtime payment when corresponding).

manufacturing work was usually done in an urban plant. it was regulated 
by contracts for an unlimited period. Workers had legal guarantee of stabili-
ty, were registered in company’s payroll and insured to social security system; 
workers paid social security contributions, granting benefits for them and their 
families. there were lots of collective bargaining agreements (or public sector 
professional articles) segmented by workers’ professional association sectors, 
and also of most representative employers sectors, by number of affiliates. the 
agreements had duration of one or two years, including non affiliates or per-
sons not considering themselves as represented by these organizations.

direct or indirect salaries and working conditions were regulated by insti-
tutions and norms including all workers through minimum legal wage, collec-
tive agreements and norms regarding family allowances and social insurance. 

by being registered in a company – having a stable employment – 
workers could obtain guarantees and have access to cheap loans and con-
sumption or investment subsidies. salaries could be periodically increased ba-
sed in company’s return, establishing a variable relationship with: 1) changes 
in the cost of living, 2) global productivity expected from sector activities, and 
3) seniority in the company.

Within this context, salaries were annually adjusted slowly and gradually, 
although at a slower pace than productivity. due to this and constant increase 
on labour demand, employees cashed a high and increasing percentage of ad-
ded value (boyer, r., 2007). there was trade union freedom, trade unions had a 
high number of affiliates, which was permanently increasing, they had prestige 
and represented honorably their men and women workers, improving and in-
creasing collective power of negotiation.

this process was boosted by the state, which actively intervened plan-
ning, regulating and providing credits with low interest rates and long terms, 
as direct producer of public goods and essential services, therefore contribu-
ting to obtain high GdP rates of growth.

after WWii and boosted by united states hegemony, this model was im-
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posed to the defeated countries (Germany, italy, and to a lesser extent in Ja-
pan) and due to its success was imported by other allied european capitalist 
countries, thanks to stimulus offered by the marshall Plan. 

this led industrialized capitalist countries for approximately three deca-
des to share a certain macroeconomic coherence among salary relationship, 
production norms and massive consumption of durable goods. this was the 
beginning of an expanding social security system process and development of 
a Fordist model, instituting a “working society” or “wage society”. 

the result was a growing wave of employees and a functional income 
distribution, favoring them. in some capitalist countries ratio went to around 
two thirds of employees versus one third of capitalists (boyer, 2007).

the crisis initiated at the beginning of the 70s marked end of an era. the 
attempts to control and regulate problems arising from structural changes in 
the productive system brought profound transformations in companies’ orga-
nization regarding production and working processes, deep influencing labour 
force management. this led to new Wc&e and PsrW with a high health cost.

* * *

but it is not the case of assuming a deterministic attitude and consider 
impossible to eliminate accidents and professional diseases, and from that 
conclude than working necessarily has always negative effects on health. Pre-
vention is possible, and must be done based in national policies oriented to 
eliminate, reduce or at least controlling risks, bearing in mind ilo agreements 
and recommendations. if we agree with hypothesis that workers are human 
beings and not just labour force, that they have experiences and feel working 
impact on them, although they are not able to explain scientifically the causes 
of it, then it is important to establish in companies or organizations mixed He-
alth, safety and Working conditions committees. regarding smaller compa-
nies, workers must appoint Wc&e delegates and grant them some time off to 
fulfill functions, create conditions to study and gather information on preven-
tion methods and techniques to protect their colleagues from serious health 
risks and inform managers that they should have to be out of work.
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